
Joel Primack current research

Bolshoi-Planck 
Cosmological Simulation

Cosmology and Astrophysics

➢ Bolshoi	  -‐	  best	  cosmological	  simulations	  using	  the	  latest	  cosmological	  parameters.	  

➢ Largest	  suite	  of	  high-‐resolution	  zoom-‐in	  hydrodynamic	  galaxy	  simulations	  compared	  
with	  observations	  by	  CANDELS,	  the	  largest-‐ever	  Hubble	  Space	  Telescope	  project.	  

➢ Dust	  absorption	  and	  re-‐radiation	  of	  starlight	  in	  simulated	  galaxies	  using	  my	  group’s	  
Sunrise	  code	  used	  to	  make	  realistic	  images	  from	  our	  simulations.	  

➢ New	  methods	  for	  comparison	  of	  simulated	  galaxies	  with	  observations,	  including	  new	  
statistical	  methods.	  Explain	  observed	  galaxy	  clumps,	  compaction,	  elongation.	  	  

➢ Co-‐leading	  with	  Piero	  Madau	  the	  Assembling	  Galaxies	  of	  Resolved	  Anatomy	  (AGORA)	  
international	  collaboration	  to	  run	  and	  compare	  high-‐resolution	  galaxy	  simulations.	  

➢ Calculating	  and	  measuring	  all	  the	  light	  in	  the	  universe.
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Planck Collaboration: The Planck mission
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Fig. 19. The temperature angular power spectrum of the primary CMB from Planck, showing a precise measurement of seven acoustic peaks, that
are well fit by a simple six-parameter⇤CDM theoretical model (the model plotted is the one labelled [Planck+WP+highL] in Planck Collaboration
XVI (2013)). The shaded area around the best-fit curve represents cosmic variance, including the sky cut used. The error bars on individual points
also include cosmic variance. The horizontal axis is logarithmic up to ` = 50, and linear beyond. The vertical scale is `(`+ 1)Cl/2⇡. The measured
spectrum shown here is exactly the same as the one shown in Fig. 1 of Planck Collaboration XVI (2013), but it has been rebinned to show better
the low-` region.
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Fig. 20. The temperature angular power spectrum of the CMB, esti-
mated from the SMICA Planck map. The model plotted is the one la-
belled [Planck+WP+highL] in Planck Collaboration XVI (2013). The
shaded area around the best-fit curve represents cosmic variance, in-
cluding the sky cut used. The error bars on individual points do not in-
clude cosmic variance. The horizontal axis is logarithmic up to ` = 50,
and linear beyond. The vertical scale is `(` + 1)Cl/2⇡. The binning
scheme is the same as in Fig. 19.

8.1.1. Main catalogue

The Planck Catalogue of Compact Sources (PCCS, Planck
Collaboration XXVIII (2013)) is a list of compact sources de-

tected by Planck over the entire sky, and which therefore con-
tains both Galactic and extragalactic objects. No polarization in-
formation is provided for the sources at this time. The PCCS
di↵ers from the ERCSC in its extraction philosophy: more e↵ort
has been made on the completeness of the catalogue, without re-
ducing notably the reliability of the detected sources, whereas
the ERCSC was built in the spirit of releasing a reliable catalog
suitable for quick follow-up (in particular with the short-lived
Herschel telescope). The greater amount of data, di↵erent selec-
tion process and the improvements in the calibration and map-
making processing (references) help the PCCS to improve the
performance (in depth and numbers) with respect to the previ-
ous ERCSC.

The sources were extracted from the 2013 Planck frequency
maps (Sect. 6), which include data acquired over more than two
sky coverages. This implies that the flux densities of most of
the sources are an average of three or more di↵erent observa-
tions over a period of 15.5 months. The Mexican Hat Wavelet
algorithm (López-Caniego et al. 2006) has been selected as the
baseline method for the production of the PCCS. However, one
additional methods, MTXF (González-Nuevo et al. 2006) was
implemented in order to support the validation and characteriza-
tion of the PCCS.

The source selection for the PCCS is made on the basis of
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). However, the properties of the
background in the Planck maps vary substantially depending on
frequency and part of the sky. Up to 217 GHz, the CMB is the
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Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters

Fig. 10. Planck TT power spectrum. The points in the upper panel show the maximum-likelihood estimates of the primary CMB
spectrum computed as described in the text for the best-fit foreground and nuisance parameters of the Planck+WP+highL fit listed
in Table 5. The red line shows the best-fit base ⇤CDM spectrum. The lower panel shows the residuals with respect to the theoretical
model. The error bars are computed from the full covariance matrix, appropriately weighted across each band (see Eqs. 36a and
36b), and include beam uncertainties and uncertainties in the foreground model parameters.

Fig. 11. Planck T E (left) and EE spectra (right) computed as described in the text. The red lines show the polarization spectra from
the base ⇤CDM Planck+WP+highL model, which is fitted to the TT data only.
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Planck Collaboration: The Planck mission

Fig. 7. Maximum posterior CMB intensity map at 50 resolution derived from the joint baseline analysis of Planck, WMAP, and
408 MHz observations. A small strip of the Galactic plane, 1.6 % of the sky, is filled in by a constrained realization that has the same
statistical properties as the rest of the sky.

Fig. 8. Maximum posterior amplitude Stokes Q (left) and U (right) maps derived from Planck observations between 30 and 353 GHz.
These mapS have been highpass-filtered with a cosine-apodized filter between ` = 20 and 40, and the a 17 % region of the Galactic
plane has been replaced with a constrained Gaussian realization (Planck Collaboration IX 2015). From Planck Collaboration X
(2015).

viewed as work in progress. Nonetheless, we find a high level of
consistency in results between the TT and the full TT+TE+EE
likelihoods. Furthermore, the cosmological parameters (which
do not depend strongly on ⌧) derived from the T E spectra have
comparable errors to the TT -derived parameters, and they are
consistent to within typically 0.5� or better.

8.2.2. Number of modes

One way of assessing the constraining power contained in a par-
ticular measurement of CMB anisotropies is to determine the
e↵ective number of a`m modes that have been measured. This
is equivalent to estimating 2 times the square of the total S/N
in the power spectra, a measure that contains all the available
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Fig. 9. The Planck 2015 temperature power spectrum. At multipoles ` � 30 we show the maximum likelihood frequency averaged
temperature spectrum computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood with foreground and other nuisance parameters deter-
mined from the MCMC analysis of the base ⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum
estimates from the Commander component-separation algorithm computed over 94 % of the sky. The best-fit base⇤CDM theoretical
spectrum fitted to the Planck TT+lowP likelihood is plotted in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown in
the lower panel. The error bars show ±1� uncertainties. From Planck Collaboration XIII (2015).
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Fig. 10. Frequency-averaged T E (left) and EE (right) spectra (without fitting for T–P leakage). The theoretical T E and EE spectra
plotted in the upper panel of each plot are computed from the best-fit model of Fig. 9. Residuals with respect to this theoretical model
are shown in the lower panel in each plot. The error bars show ±1� errors. The green lines in the lower panels show the best-fit
temperature-to-polarization leakage model, fitted separately to the T E and EE spectra. From Planck Collaboration XIII (2015).

cosmological information if we assume that the anisotropies are
purely Gaussian (and hence ignore all non-Gaussian informa-
tion coming from lensing, the CIB, cross-correlations with other
probes, etc.). Carrying out this procedure for the Planck 2013
TT power spectrum data provided in Planck Collaboration XV
(2014) and Planck Collaboration XVI (2014), yields the number
826 000 (which includes the e↵ects of instrumental noise, cos-
mic variance and masking). The 2015 TT data have increased
this value to 1 114 000, with T E and EE adding a further 60 000

and 96 000 modes, respectively.4 From this perspective the 2015
Planck data constrain approximately 55 % more modes than in
the 2013 release. Of course this is not the whole story, since
some pieces of information are more valuable than others, and
in fact Planck is able to place considerably tighter constraints on
particular parameters (e.g., reionization optical depth or certain

4Here we have used the basic (and conservative) likelihood; more
modes are e↵ectively probed by Planck if one includes larger sky frac-
tions.
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Fig. 9. The Planck 2015 temperature power spectrum. At multipoles ` � 30 we show the maximum likelihood frequency averaged
temperature spectrum computed from the Plik cross-half-mission likelihood with foreground and other nuisance parameters deter-
mined from the MCMC analysis of the base ⇤CDM cosmology. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we plot the power spectrum
estimates from the Commander component-separation algorithm computed over 94 % of the sky. The best-fit base⇤CDM theoretical
spectrum fitted to the Planck TT+lowP likelihood is plotted in the upper panel. Residuals with respect to this model are shown in
the lower panel. The error bars show ±1� uncertainties. From Planck Collaboration XIII (2015).
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Fig. 10. Frequency-averaged T E (left) and EE (right) spectra (without fitting for T–P leakage). The theoretical T E and EE spectra
plotted in the upper panel of each plot are computed from the best-fit model of Fig. 9. Residuals with respect to this theoretical model
are shown in the lower panel in each plot. The error bars show ±1� errors. The green lines in the lower panels show the best-fit
temperature-to-polarization leakage model, fitted separately to the T E and EE spectra. From Planck Collaboration XIII (2015).
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purely Gaussian (and hence ignore all non-Gaussian informa-
tion coming from lensing, the CIB, cross-correlations with other
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TT power spectrum data provided in Planck Collaboration XV
(2014) and Planck Collaboration XVI (2014), yields the number
826 000 (which includes the e↵ects of instrumental noise, cos-
mic variance and masking). The 2015 TT data have increased
this value to 1 114 000, with T E and EE adding a further 60 000

and 96 000 modes, respectively.4 From this perspective the 2015
Planck data constrain approximately 55 % more modes than in
the 2013 release. Of course this is not the whole story, since
some pieces of information are more valuable than others, and
in fact Planck is able to place considerably tighter constraints on
particular parameters (e.g., reionization optical depth or certain

4Here we have used the basic (and conservative) likelihood; more
modes are e↵ectively probed by Planck if one includes larger sky frac-
tions.
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CDM Structure Formation: Linear Theory

Primack & Blumenthal 1983, 
Primack Varenna Lectures 1984

outside horizon
inside horizon

Blumenthal, Faber, Primack, & Rees 1984

CDM fluctuations that enter the horizon during the 
radiation dominated era, with masses less than about 
1015     , grow only ∝ log a, because they are not in 
the gravitationally dominant component.  But matter 
fluctuations that enter the horizon in the matter-
dominated era grow ∝ a.  This explains the 
characteristic shape of the CDM fluctuation 
spectrum, with δ(k) ∝ k-n/2-2 log k  

Cluster and smaller-scale  
ν fluctuations damp  
because of “free-streaming”

Cold DM

Cold DM



Cosmological Simulations
Astronomical observations represent snapshots 
of moments in time.  It is the role of astrophysical 
theory to produce movies -- both metaphorical 
and actual -- that link these snapshots together 
into a coherent physical theory.  

Cosmological dark matter simulations show 
large scale structure and dark matter halo 
properties, basis for semi-analytic models 

Hydrodynamic galaxy formation simulations: 
evolution of galaxies, formation of galactic 
spheroids via mergers, galaxy images and 
spectra including stellar evolution and dust
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1,500,000 Light Years

100,000 Light Years

Milky Way Dark Matter Halo

Milky Way

Aquarius Simulation
Volker Springel





1 Billion Light Years

Bolshoi Cosmological Simulation

Pleiades Supercomputer, 
NASA Ames Research Center

Anatoly Klypin & Joel Primack

8.6x109 particles   1 kpc resolution



Bolshoi Cosmological 
Simulation

100 Million Light Years

1 Billion Light Years



Bolshoi Cosmological 
Simulation

100 Million Light Years



How the Halo of the Big Cluster Formed



Bolshoi-Planck 
Cosmological Simulation
Merger Tree of a Large Halo





Cosmological Simulations
Astronomical observations represent snapshots 
of moments in time.  It is the role of astrophysical 
theory to produce movies -- both metaphorical 
and actual -- that link these snapshots together 
into a coherent physical theory.  

Cosmological dark matter simulations show 
large scale structure and dark matter halo 
properties, basis for semi-analytic models 

Hydrodynamic galaxy formation simulations: 
evolution of galaxies, formation of galactic 
spheroids via mergers, galaxy images and 
spectra including stellar evolution and dust
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Dark matter halos are elongated, especially !
near their centers.  Initially stars follow the !
gravitationally dominant dark matter, as shown.!
But later as the ordinary matter central density 
grows and it becomes gravitationally dominant, 
the star and dark matter distributions both 
become disky — as observed by Hubble 
Space Telescope  (van der Wel+ ApJL Sept 
2014).!

Our cosmological zoom-in simulations often produce elongated galaxies like observed 
ones.  The elongated distribution of stars follows the elongated inner dark matter halo.



Our cosmological zoom-in simulations often produce elongated galaxies like observed 
ones.  The elongated distribution of stars follows the elongated inner dark matter halo. 
Here we show the evolution of the dark matter and stellar mass distributions in our 
zoom-in galaxy simulation VELA28, viewed from the same fixed vantage point.

DM starsVELA28

30 kpc 30 kpc



ApJL 2014

Most M✻ < 109.5 M⦿ Star Forming Galaxies at z > 1 Are Prolate



High-resolution Sunrise Images

From June 2014 Sky & Telescope  article

http://hipacc.ucsc.edu/NewsArchive/
June2014-S&T-CANDELS-CoverStory.pdf

High-resolution Sunrise Images

CANDELized Mock HST Images

CANDELS     HST Images

face-on face-on face-onedge-on edge-on edge-on

http://hipacc.ucsc.edu/NewsArchive/


There Ever Was . . .
Lıght

Galaxies in every corner of the universe have been 
sending out photons, or light particles, since the 

beginning of time. Astronomers are now beginning to 
read this extragalactic background light. 

By Alberto Domínguez, Joel R. Primack and Trudy E. Bell

All the
A ST R O N O MY 32 Scientific American, June 2015



Joel Primack  RECENT PhD STUDENTS
Rachel Somerville (PhD 1997) Jerusalem (postdoc) – Cambridge (postdoc) – Michigan (Asst. 
Prof.) – MPI Astronomy Heidelberg  (Professor) – STScI/Johns Hopkins – Rutgers (Professor)
Michael Gross (PhD 1997) Goddard (postdoc) – UCSC (staff) – NASA Ames (staff)
James Bullock (PhD 1999) Ohio State – Harvard (Hubble Fellow) – UC Irvine (Professor)
Ari Maller (PhD 1999) Jerusalem – U Mass Amherst (postdoc) – CityTech CUNY (Assoc. Prof.)
Risa Wechsler (PhD 2001) Michigan – Chicago (Hubble Fellow) – Stanford U (Assoc. Prof.)
T. J. Cox (PhD 2004) Harvard (postdoc, Keck Fellow) – Carnegie Observatories (postdoc)  – Data 
Scientist at Voxer, San Francisco
Patrik Jonsson (PhD 2004) UCSC (postdoc) – Harvard CfA (staff) – SpaceX senior programmer
Brandon Allgood (PhD 2005) – Numerate, Inc. (co-founder)
Matt Covington (PhD 2008) – analytic understanding of galaxy mergers, semi-analytic models of 
galaxy formation – U Minn (postdoc) – U Arkansas (Asst. Prof.)
Greg Novak (PhD 2008) – running and comparing galaxy merger simulations with observations – 
Princeton (postdoc) – Inst Astrophysique Paris (postdoc) – Data Scientist at Stich Fix
Christy Pierce (PhD 2009) – AGN in galaxy mergers – Georgia Tech (postdoc) – teaching
Rudy Gilmore (PhD 2009) – WIMP properties and annihilation; extragalactic background light 
and gamma ray absorption – SISSA, Trieste, Italy (postdoc), Data Scientist at TrueCar, L.A.
Alberto Dominguez (PhD 2011) – UCR (postdoc) - Clemson U (postdoc)
Lauren Porter (PhD 2013) – semi-analytic models vs. observations - Data Scientist at Groupon
Chris Moody – analysis of high-resolution galaxy simulations: galaxy morphology transformations 
(PhD 2014) – Data Scientist at Square, San Francisco

Joel Primack  CURRENT PhD STUDENTS
Christoph Lee – galaxy morphology: simulations vs. observations



                 Redshift   = 
Cosmology and Astrophysics

Joel Primack

face-on edge-on

Here are some projects that I think might work for our SIP students this summer:

1. Find the distribution of Oblate (disky), Spheroidal, and Prolate stellar axis ratios b/a that best fit the CANDELS 
data on b/a vs. a.  In the van der Wel et al. 2014 paper, only the b/a distribution was used.  We can do better using the 
long axis a in addition to b/a.  This is basically a geometrical and numerical exercise, so it will not require that the student 
know much astrophysics.  But if we want to include some astrophysics, we can also use the attenuation and Sersic 
indices that are also measured for all these galaxies.

2. Find the radial distributions of dark matter in stripped dark matter halos, and determine a good fitting function 
with presumably a steeper radial falloff than 1/r3.  See if the radial distribution is different for different NFW 
concentrations, for backsplash halos (those that were inside a bigger halo) vs. non-backsplash, or in different 
environments.  See if the radial distribution correlates with spin or shape.  This is part of Christoph’s project on 
stripped halos.  Again, this is essentially a geometrical exercise requiring little knowledge of astrophysics, but with 
astrophysical implications.  

3. Fill Bolshoi-Planck halos with galaxies using abundance matching, age matching, or SAM, and then work out the 
angular power spectrum of the light distribution around points in the simulation that represent possible locations of 
the Milky Way.  This can be compared with the purported detection of what appear to be excess extragalactic light 
fluctuations at large angular scales up to ~1 degree (e.g., Seo et al. 2015 http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.05681).  This is also 
essentially a geometrical exercise requiring little knowledge of astrophysics, but with astrophysical implications.

4. Find sheets in the Bolshoi-Planck simulation using the cosmic web information from Miguel Aragon, and 
determine the properties of dark matter halos in the middle of small sheets like the Local Sheet (McCall 2014).  See if 
those halos are in any way distinctive, which will have implications for galaxies like the Milky Way and Andromeda and 
their satellite populations.  

http://arxiv.org/abs/1504.05681
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Figure 3. The spatial distribution of sample galaxies within 6.25 Mpc of the centre of the Council of Giants. Shown are top and side views in a coordinate
system with an x–y plane coincident with the mid-plane of the Local Sheet, which is displayed as a dashed grey line in the lower panel. To optimize clarity, the
x-axis of Sheet coordinates has been rotated 107◦ clockwise around the z-axis from the direction of the line of intersection with the supergalactic plane. In both
panels, all sample galaxies within the spherical volume delineated by the large grey circles are displayed. Galaxies are marked by circlets whose diameters are
proportional to the cube root of the stellar mass. Giants are highlighted in pink, and a bold cross marks the centre of the Council of Giants. In the top view,
black bars superimposed upon the galaxy markers convey the uncertainties in distance. The luminosity-weighted centroid of the Local Group is noted with
a small black disc, and the trajectory of the Local Group with respect to Council giants is conveyed by the attached arrow. The solid pink circle is the fit to
the Council of Giants. The inner dashed pink circle marks the edge of the cylindrical realm of influence of the Local Group defined by density matching. The
outer dashed pink circle correspondingly marks the outer edge of the density-matched volume of the Council. Curves in blue are the loci of potential maxima
as viewed today from the centroid of the Local Group in directions parallel to the plane of the Sheet. Dashed grey lines mark the intersections of the Sheet
with the Galactic and supergalactic planes.
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The Cosmic Web is 
composed of Voids, 
Sheets, Filaments, 
and Nodes (where 
filaments cross).

2 Aragon-Calvo M.A. et al.

CELLVOID /

CELLVOID /

WALL / FACE

CLUSTER / NODE

FILAMENT / EDGE

Figure 1. Void cell. Two voids sharing a wall. The voids, walls,
filaments and clusters delineated by luminous galaxies correspond
to cells, faces, edges and nodes of a cellular system: the Cosmic
Foam. For illustration purposes we show galaxies delineating two
nodes (clusters) and their common edge (filament).

high redshift and small radius (Rvoid < 5) there is a small
departure from linearity. The peak of the void radius dis-
tribution is Rvoid ∼ 7h−1 Mpc at z = 0 (Figure 3, Ap-
pendix) corresponding to n ∼ 14 in Figure 2a. This value
is close to the mean number of neighbors for Voronoi dis-
tributions nvoro = 48/35π2 + 2 = 15.54 (Meijering 1953;
van de Weygaert 1994, for an extensive study on Voronoi
cells). Predictions for a void network arising from a phase
transition give n = 13.4 (de Laix & Vachaspati 1999) also
within our measured values. At early times there is a
stronger dependence of n on Rvoid than at the present time.
In fact at z = 10 the mean degree of voids is closer to the
Voronoi case. This is consistent (at least qualitatively) with
the study by van de Weygaert (1994) who found that the
mean degree of Voronoi cells from a Poisson distribution de-
creases as the Poisson seeds become correlated, this being a
crude approximation to the correlating effect of gravity on
an initial Poisson distribution of Voronoi seeds.

Figure 2b shows the average neighbor number m of the
neighbors cells as function of the number of neighbors n of
the central cell (Aboav law). Voids follow the Aboav law at
all times. At high redshifts and low n a small decrease in
the slope can be observed, although we do not see the full
downturn measured in Voronoi distributions (Hilhorst 2006;
Lazar et al. 2014). The higher values of m at early times,
closer to n, suggest a more uniform initial distribution of
void sizes.

Figure 2c shows the rate of change in the void size with
respect to their degree (von Neumann law). While there is
a clear relation at all times, the dispersion increases at low
redshift possibly reflecting non-linear processes in the void
evolution. There is a small indication that, at very early
times voids larger than a couple of Mpc did not collapse. At
latter times voids with a lower number of adjacent voids than

a critical value ncrit will in average collapse. This critical
degree is ncrit ∼ 18 at the present time. The Lewis law in
addition to von Neumann law implies that below a critical
radius Rcrit ∼ 9h−1 Mpc voids collapse and above it they
expand (Sutter et al. (2014)).

3 DISCUSSION

3.1 A collapsing void in our cosmic backyard

The geometry and dynamics of our own local cosmic en-
vironment has some similarities to a collapsing void sce-
nario. In particular the existence of a population of luminous
galaxies off the plane of the local wall (Peebles & Nusser
2010). If our local wall was formed by the collapse of a
small void one would expect galaxies at opposite walls
of the collapsing void to pass through the newly formed
wall (Beńıtez-Llambay et al. 2013). This scenario is plau-
sible given our position at the edge of a large supercluster
in which the Milky Way and its surrounding voids are em-
bedded inside a large shallow overdensity. We in fact have a
dramatic example of such collapsing structures in our own
cosmic backyard. Just opposite to the local void there is a
filament of galaxies, the Leo Spur (Tully 2008), on the far-
ther side of the “southern void” (the small void opposite
to the Local Void) at a distance of ∼ 7 Mpc approaching
to us as a whole with a radial velocity of ∼ 200 km/s. At
that distance the velocity discrepancy with the unperturbed
Hubble flow is of the order of 700 km/s! This “local veloc-
ity anomaly” (Tully 2008) can not be fully explained by
the nearby massive structures (Tully et al. 2008). It is, how-
ever, consistent with the void-in-cloud scenario described by
Sheth & van de Weygaert (2004) From figures 2a and 2c we
have that ncrit = 18 and Rcrit ∼ 9 Mpc comoving. If we
add the Hubble expansion factor to convert to an observ-
able velocity then Rcrit,obs is of the order of ∼ 1 Mpc which
is significantly lower than the radius of the “southern void”
(∼ 3.5 Mpc, (Tully 2008)). Rcrit,obs is the mean radius and
so we should not be surprised to find variations due to par-
ticular LSS configurations. This high value in the rate of
collapse of the southern void is worth further study.

3.2 The Void network as a standard ruler

In general cellular scaling relations assume a Euclidean
geometry, however other space metrics are possible. The
derivation of the von Neumann law assumes a flat geometry
where the integral of the mean curvature k around a cell
is 2π. Avron & Levine (1992) generalized the von Neumann
law to curved spaces as dA/dt = K((n − 6) + (3A)(πR2)),
where R is the radius of curvature. Roth et al. (2012) found
a departure from the euclidean von Neumann law in 2D
froth on a spherical dome interpreted as a result of the posi-
tively curved space being able to accommodate larger angles
than the flat space. In the case of the network of Voids we
should expect a dependence on the space metric resulting
from different geometrical constraints. The Lewis, Aboav
and von Neumann laws directly reflect the metric of space
by means of the void-connectivity and size and therefore
can provide a standard ruler for cosmology. The Lewis and
Aboav relations can be measured from galaxy catalogues
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